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A direct perturbation theory is developed to study the effects of small perturbations on the interaction
process of algebraic solitons of the Benjamin-Ono (BO) equation. Using the method of multiple scales,
the modulation equations for the amplitude and the phase of each soliton are derived in the lowest ap-
proximation. As practical applications of the theory, the interaction of two solitons is investigated for
the two different types of perturbations that appear in real physical systems. One is a dissipative pertur-
bation (BO—Burgers equation) and the other is a dispersive perturbation (higher-order BO equation). In
both cases, the changes of the soliton parameters due to small perturbation are calculated by numerical
integrations and their characteristics are elucidated in detail. Among them, the phase shift caused by
the dispersive perturbation is a remarkable feature that has never been observed in the collision process
of algebraic solitons.
PACS number(s): 03.40.Kf, 03.40.Crc, 02.90.+p, 02.60.—x
I. INTRODUCTION
u, +4uu„+Hu„„=eR [u], u =u (x, t) . (1.1a)
The development of the theory of nonlinear waves has
enabled us to model real physical systems by simple non-
linear evolution equations (NEE's) called soliton equa-
tions [1—3]. The typical example is the Korteweg —de
Vries (KdV) equation that describes the unidirectional
propagation of long waves of small amplitude. Almost
all the NEE's thus derived incorporate the lowest-order
nonlinearity in wave amplitude so that their applicability
is severely restricted to small amplitude waves. In order
to treat large amplitude waves, however, one must take
into account the higher-order effects. In the context of
water waves, various types of higher-order KdV equa-
tions have been derived in accordance with the physical
situation under consideration, and their properties have
been investigated in detail both analytically and numeri-
cally [4—ll]. In the analytical approach, the higher-
order terms are treated as perturbations and appropriate
perturbation methods are applied. Several different ap-
proaches are known at present. These include a method
based on the inverse-scattering transform (IST) [12—16],
a direct method using multiple-time-scale expansion
[17—20], a mixture of the above two methods [21—24], a
technique using the variational principle [25], and a gen-
eralized reductive perturbation method [5,6,26]. These
methods are reviewed critically in the literature [27,28]
and hence their advantages are not discussed here. How-
ever, a brief review of the direct methods will be made in
Sec. II 0 in connection with the present analysis.
In spite of a large number of works devoted to the
study of the perturbation methods, there exist a few per-
turbed soliton equations that prevent us from applying
the methods. A typical example is the following per-
turbed Benjamin-Ono (BO) equation:
Here eR [u] represents the perturbation, e is a small posi-
tive parameter that measures the magnitude of the per-
turbation, the operator 8 is the Hilbert transform defined
by
Hu(x t)= —Pf ' dy,1 ~ u (y, t)
7T —oo g X
(1.1b)
where the symbol P stands for the Cauchy principal
value, and the subscripts t and x appended to u denote
partial differentiations. The BO equation has been de-
rived by Benjamin [29] and later by Ono [30] to describe
the propagation of long internal waves in a stratified fluid
of great depth. The mathematical structure of the BQ
equation has been summarized in a textbook [31]. A nov-
el feature when compared with the KdV equation is that
the BO equation has a nonlocal dispersive term expressed
by the Hilbert transform. Almost all the dif5culties en-
countered in the analysis stem from this term.
The main purpose of this paper is to develop a direct
perturbation theory of Eq. (1.1). In particular, we consid-
er the effects of small perturbations on the interaction
process of multiple solitons. In this respect, it should be
remembered that most of the perturbation methods at
hand deal only with the one-soliton problem in practice
even though they may be applicable to the multisoliton
problem as well [28]. In dealing with the latter problem
analytically, great technical difhculties are usually accom-
panied. Our main concern here is the modification of the
leading terms (solitons) due to the perturbation. Of
course, it is important to estimate higher-order correc-
tions, which are represented by the solutions of the inho-
mogeneous linear equations in the present perturbation
scheme. But this problem will not be considered here.
This paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II, by devel-
oping a singular perturbation theory using a multiple-
time-scale expansion, we derive the system of modulation
equations for the amplitude and the phase of each soliton.
In Sec. III, the two practical applications are made for
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the different types of perturbations. One is concerned
with the dissipative perturbation (BO—Burgers equation
[32,33]) and the other deals with the dispersive perturba-
tion (higher-order BO equation [11]). In both cases, the
effects of small perturbations on the interaction process
of the two solitons are investigated in detail by integrat-
ing numerically the NEE's that govern the time evolution
of the soliton parameters. In Sec. IV, a brief summary of
the main results obtained in the previous sections is made
together with a future outlook. The three appendixes (A,
B, and C) that follow will help the reader to understand
the contents of the paper completely.
II. DIRECT PERTURBATION THEORY
A. Method of multiple scales
Following the standard procedure of the method of
multiple scales [34,35], we first introduce the different
time scales t by
N aj
uo- X, ', (to~+~ }ia (x —g')+1 (2.7)
The above expression shows that the BO solitons exhibit
no phase shift after collision between them. This is a re-
markable characteristic that has never been observed in
the collision process of solitons expressed in terms of ex-
ponential functions. A detailed description of the in-
teraction process of the BO solitons has been given in
[37]. Now, due to the action of the small perturbation,
the soliton parameters would be modulated slowly on the
time scale of order e '. Hence, it is reasonable to assume
that
conjugate. The amplitude parameters are all positive and
satisfy the conditions a~Wak for j&k (j,k =1,2, . . . , N).
In the absence of the perturbation, aJ is constant, in-
dependent of to and gJ =aJ to+ gJo where g~o is the initial
phase of the jth sohton. It is important to note that for
large time, uo can be represented by a superposition of 1V
algebraic solitons as [36]
t =eJt (j =0, 1,2, . . . ),
and expand u into an asymptotic series of the form
(2.1)
a =a.(t„t2, . . . ) (j=1,2, . . . , N),
o=g&o(ti, t~, . . . ) (j =1,2, . . . , N) .
(2.8a)
(2.8b)
u = g 6 uJ, u~ =uJ(x, tp, ri ). . . )j=0
The time derivative is then transformed according to
(2.2)
(2.3)
Thus, the problem under consideration reduces to deter-
mining the time evolution of these parameters.
C. Compatibility conditions
Substituting (2.2) and (2.3) into (1.1) and equating
coefficients of like powers of e, we obtain the system of









In order to solve the above system of equations, we
must first specify the solution of (2.4}. We take for it the
following ¹oliton solution [36]:
Equation (2.4) is just the BO equation while u, with j 1
satisfy the linear inhornogeneous equations. g, +4upg „+HgJ „=0 (j =1,2, . . . ) . (2.9)
Multiplying g on both sides of (2.5) and integrating by
parts with x, we obtain
f gJu, dx = f g~(R [up] up ~ )dxBto 00
With the N-soliton solution of Eq. (2.4), we are ready
to solve Eq. (2.5). Though it is a linear equation, the non-
local term expressed by the Hilbert transform makes the
analytical treatment more difficult. Nevertheless, we can
obtain the equations that determine the time evolution of
the soliton parameters by requiring that the correction
term ui is no more singular than the leading-order solu-
tion uo. This condition turns out to be equivalent to the
elimination of secular terms. To show this, let us first in-
troduce the solutions g- of the adjoint equation for the
homogeneous part of (2.5) by
up =— ln( f /f),l2 Bx (2.6a) =—(g,R [uo] uo, t, ) (2.10}
f =detM,
M =(mJk )
=5Jk (i 8 + 1)+2(1 5Jk )a~(aJ —ak )—
(2.6b)
(j,k =1,2, . . . , N), (2.6c)
j
O~. =aJ(x —g~), =a (j =1,2, . . . , N) .J gt J (2.6d)
Here, a and g are the amplitude and the phase (or posi-
tion) of the jth soliton, respectively, 5 k is Kronecker s
delta, and the asterisk appended to f denotes the complex
where use has been made of (2.9). As will be demonstrat-
ed below, g can be represented by functionals of uo.
Hence, for sufficiently large time, g depends on x and to
through the combination x —gJ [see (2.7)]. Then, the
space integral in (2.10) can remove the tp dependence, re-
sulting in the estimate f gJ u i dx ~ tp ( t p ~ 00 ). This
fact would imply the occurrence of secular terms in u &.
In order to eliminate such secular terms, we demand that
the right-hand side of (2.10) vanish identically. To be
more specific, these compatibility conditions become
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(g, R[up] —up, )=0 (j =1,2, . . . ) . (2.11)
Since up depends on t, through aJ and gjp, one can write
aa, au, ag„aup
'
dti Ba, Bti Bg,p
(2.12)
Then, it readily follows from (2.11) and (2.12) that
Bu Ba, Bu Bg,p+ g, =(g,» [up]) .Ba, Bti B,p Bti
(2.13)
At this stage, we construct the solutions of (2.9) explicit-
ly. As in the case of the KdV equation [17], this can be
achieved by taking




g~+&= dx (j =1,2, . . . , N) .
(2.14a)
(2.14b)
By virtue of (2.4), we can easily confirm that (2.14) indeed
satisfy (2.9). In (2.14), a and g p are taken as the in-
dependent parameters. In this situation, g. yields a term
proportional to tpg +~, since up, =up, ~p +( —9~/j ' l l
a~ +2tp)up &, where the first term on the right-hand sidejQ
of this expression means the differentiation with a while
keeping 8 constant. However, this term is not indepen-
dent of (2.14b) and hence gives rise to no substantial con-
tribution to the compatibility conditions. In order to
avoid such an undesirable behavior of g. , it is convenient
to introduce the independent parameter gj instead of g p(j =1,2, . . . , N).
D. Time evolution of the soliton parameters
The final step in our perturbation scheme is to derive
the time evolution equations of the soliton parameters.
For this purpose, it is crucial to observe the following
orthogonality relations, which can be obtained with the






gi +N& QJ. 4 LJ
(i,j =1,2, . . . , N), (2.15a)
duo Buo
g, , = g, +~, =0 (i,j =1,2, . . . , N) .
~J
(2.15b)
Substituting (2.15) into (2.13), we arrive at the system of
ordinary differential equations that govern the time evo-
lution of ai and g'~p. In the following, we consider gj in-
stead of g~p. We write the resulting equations in terms of
the original time variable by using (2.3) together with the
relations a. , =0, g, =aj (j =1,2, . . . , N) as follows:
da 4z (gJ+~, R [up]) (j =1,2, . . . , N),dt m.
4e




In this section, we shall apply the theory developed in
Sec. II to the two different types of perturbations, i.e.,
the dissipative and dispersive perturbations. The per-
turbed soliton equations considered here stem from the
real physical systems and hence have practical impor-
tance [11,32,33]. While the investigations of these equa-
tions have been done from both analytical and numerical
points of view, they are mainly concerned with the one-
The solutions of the above equations describe the slow
changes of the amplitude and the phase of each soliton,
which are induced by the perturbation. It should be em-
phasized that for the purpose of calculating the inner
products in (2.16) and (2.17), we only need the informa-
tion of the ¹oliton solution, which can be usually ob-
tained without recourse to IST. The leading-order solu-
tion uo is valid uniformly over the long-time interval of
order e '. Beyond this interval, one must take into ac-
count the higher-order modulation effects. In other
words, it is necessary to introduce other time scales
t 3 ~, to keep the expansion uniformly valid.
The leading-order analysis developed here disregards
the emission of radiation as well as the distortion of the
shape of solitons due to perturbation. These effects can
be elucidated by proceeding to a higher-order approxima-
tion, i.e., by solving Eq. (2.5) with up being the ¹oliton
solution of Eq. (2.4). However, at present, we have no
analytical means of resolving the problem. Concerning
this point, the work of Keener and McLaughlin is worth
remarking upon [21]. They developed a direct perturba-
tion theory analogous to that presented here. They con-
structed Green's functions to solve the linearized equa-
tions with the aid of IST and calculated explicitly the
first-order corrections to the soliton solutions of the non-
linear Schrodinger and sine-Gordon equations [21,38].
Recently, a similar direct approach has been introduced
by Herman [22], Kalyakin [23], and Konotop and
Vekslerchik [24] to study the higher-order effects. The
essence of their method is to construct solutions of the
linearized equations, which yield the correction terms by
using the completeness theorems as well as the ortho-
gonality relations for the eigenfunctions of the linear
operators. It should be remarked that in the case of the
perturbed KdV equation the corresponding linear opera-
tor is not self-adjoint, unlike the cases treated by Keener
and McLaughlin. Nevertheless, the method works well
and gives rise to the same result as that obtained by IST.
Finally, we comment on the work of Tanaka [17]. He
developed a direct perturbation theory of the KdV equa-
tion and derived the compatibility conditions analogous
to (2.13). However, he did not notice the orthogonality
relations and hence could not simplify the modulation
equations. This latter point is important, particularly in
applications to concrete multisoliton problems.
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soliton problem. Here, we shall study the effects of small
perturbations on the interaction process of the two alge-
braic solitons. In particular, the net changes of the soli-
ton parameters due to the interaction are investigated in
detail by integrating numerically the time evolution equa-
tions (2.16) and (2.17).
A. BO—Burgers equation
ry symmetric polynomials of x1 and x2, given by
$1 —X1+X2
$2 —X1X2







Q) +4QQ~ +HQ~x =E'Q~~ (3.1)
As a typical example of a weakly dissipative perturba-
tion, we consider the following BO—Burgers equation a1+a2s2=kik—






To begin with, we write the two-soliton solution of the
BO equation in the form
uo= — ln(f*/f),l2 Bx
f= —a, a2(x —x, )(x —x2)
= —a, a2(x —s&x +s2),
(3.2a)
(3.2b)
where x, and x2 are complex functions of to, whose
imaginary parts are positive, and s1 and s2 are elementa-
I
The equation describes the propagation of long waves in
a magnetic fiux tube of the solar atmosphere [32]. It is
also introduced as a model equation for the description of
long internal waves in the stratified lower atmosphere
when turbulent dissipation is significant [33].
The functions gJ and gJ+2 (j=1,2) are immediately con-
structed from (2.14) and (3.2) as




where g have been used as the phase parameters instead
of g.o [see a comment following (2.14)]. If we perform
differentiations, we can obtain the explicit functional
forms of uo, g. , and g. +2. But these are not written here.
2. Time evolution of the soliton parameters
The space integrals in (2.16) and (2.17) can be carried
out analytically with the use of the residue theorem. The
detail of the calculations is given in Appendix B. We
quote only the final results as follows:
= —ea 31
4ea, s (s —1) [(s +s +s+3)y —s +5s —s+3],(s+1) (y +1)
da2 4ea 2 (s —1)= —ca&+ [(3s +s +s+1)y +3s —s +5s —1],
s(s+1) (y +1)
dt's 8@a1sy=a 1 [(s+1)(s +s+1)y +s —4s +9s —s+1],(s —1)(s+1) (y +1)
dk 8ea2y












= —ea (j =1,2), (3.7a)
for simplicity. In the absence of the interaction, i.e., in
the one-soliton state, the time evolution equations for a.












where a (0) and g (0) ( =g o) are the initial values of the
amplitude and the phase of the jth soliton, respectively.
Thus, the amplitude of each soliton is found to decrease
gradually as time passes.
dt
' =a. (j =1,2),
which are easily integrated to yield
(3.7b) In order to study the effects of the small perturbation
on the interaction process of the two solitons, we have in-
tegrated numerically the system of ordinary differential
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equations (3.5) by employing the Runge-Kutta-Gill
method. Numerical calculations were performed for the
following two cases:
case (i): a, (0)=0.6, a2(0)=1,2,
g, (0)=0, $2(0) = —150,
case (ii): a, (0)=0.3, a2(0)=1.5,
g, (0)=0, $2(0) = —300 .
In both cases, the parameter e was set to 0.001. Case (i)
simulates the interaction of solitons with small amplitude
ratio while case (ii) corresponds to the interaction with
large amplitude ratio. The phase parameters gt(0) are
chosen such that the two solitons are suf6ciently separat-
ed in their initial positions. We are concerned here with
the net changes of the amplitude and the phase due to the


























FIG. 2. Time evolution of b,g& and A/2 for case (i). The solid
and broken lines represent b.g, and hgz, respectively.
(3.9a)
(3.9b)
where aj'. ' and g~ ' represent the expressions of the right-
hand sides of (3.8a) and (3.8b), respectively. Figure 1
shows the time evolution of ha (t) for case (i). It is seen
that the amplitude of the larger soliton increases and that
of the smaller soliton decreases after the overtaking col-
lision. Figure 2 also represents the time evolution of
b gj (t) for case (i). We can observe that the larger soliton
suffers a positive phase shift, while that of the smaller sol-
iton is negative.
The figures corresponding to b.a and Ag for case (ii)
are depicted in Figs. 3 and 4, respectively. The tendency
of the changes of the soliton parameters is the same as
that for case (i). In the two cases exemplified here, the
collision of solitons would occur at t =400. The gradual
changes of b,a, and b,g~ are observed at t =1000, an
upper time limit to which the present leading-order
analysis can be applied. One reason for this phenomenon
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FIG. 1. Time evolution of ha & and Aa2 for case (i). The solid
and broken lines represent Aa & and Aa2, respectively. FIG. 4. Time evolution of b,g& and A/2 for case (ii).
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due to the dissipative perturbation, the duration of the in-
teraction becomes longer when compared with that
occurring in the absence of perturbation. Another reason
may be attributed to the long-range tails of the BO soli-
tons expressed by algebraic functions, since these prevent
the solitons from separating perfectly from each other.
We have also performed similar calculations for various
amplitude ratio. However, the tendency mentioned
above was not altered for all cases.
Although the present leading-order analysis clarifies
the dominant behavior of the solution under small pertur-
I
bation, it is important to estimate correction terms that
stem from solutions of Eq. (2.5). In the case of the KdV
equation with a s~all dissipation, it is well known that a
shelf is formed in the lee of the solitary wave [13—15,39].
Whether a similar phenomenon occurs in the present sit-
uation is an important problem to be pursued in a future
work.
B. Higher-order BO equation
The second application is made for the following
higher-order BO equation:
15
Q& + QQ +HQ„—E 3Q Q — QHQ4 H(uu„)„—3u Hu + b, ——u„„„165 (3.10)
The equation has been derived to describe a unidirectional motion of interfacial waves in a two-layer fluid system in
which the upper layer with a uniform density p2 is infinitely deep and the depth of the lower layer with a uniform densi-
ty p, is very small compared with the typical wavelength of the wave [11]. The parameter 6 is the density ratio p2/p&,
which is assumed to be less than unity.
1. Time evolution of the soliton parameters
(3.11a)
(3.11b)
By evaluating the inner products in (2.16) and (2.17) with the formulas given in Appendix B, we obtain the following
system of equations that govern the time evolution of the soliton parameters:
da, 3es (s —1) a,y
z
[6(s +1)+(24s +16s+21)b. ],2b, (s + 1 ) (y + 1)~
daz —3e(s —1) a2y
z
[6(s + 1)+(2 ls + 16s +24)b,2],
2b, s (s+1) (y~+1)~
dt
=a&—
+ I(s —1)(24s —35s —44)y —24s +88s +7s +129s+44]b, ],
(6+316 )a 2166
3es(s —1)a f
2 [6[(s —1)(s —s —2)y —s +Ss —3s +Ss+2j4b, (s+1) (y +1)
(3.1 lc)
d42 3e
=a2 — 2 (6+316, )az2 2dt
3e(s —1)a z+ [6[(s —1)(2s +s —1)y +2s +Ss —3s +Ss —1 j4+2s 2(s + 1 )4(y 2+ 1 )2
+ [(s —1)(44s +35s —24)y +44s +129s +7s +88s —24jh ] . (3.11d)
In the absence of the interaction, these equations reduce
to (t)= a (0)— . (6+315 )a (0) t+g (0)J J 16g2 J J
dQJ.
dt
=0 (j =1,2), (3.12a) (j =1,2) . (3.13b)
dgj. 3e
dt ' 16+2
=a — (6+316, )a (j =1,2) .J (3.12b)
a.(t)=a (0) (j =1,2), (3.13a)
Integration of the above equations can be immediately
done and the results are expressed as
In contrast to the dissipative perturbation [see (3.8)], the
amplitude does not change up to the approximation of
O(e), and the velocity of the soliton given by dgJ(t)/dt'
has only a small correction. The net changes of the am-
plitude and the phase of each soliton are also defined by
(3.9). In the present case, a~I ~(t) and g' ~(t) are given by
the expressions on the right-hand sides of (3.13a) and
(3.13b), respectively.




































FIG. 5. Time evolution of Aa& and ha2 for case {i) and case
(ii). The solid and broken lines represent Aa& and Aa2, respec-
tively.
FIG. 7. Time evolution of ha & and ha2 for case (iii) and case
(iv).
2. Numerical analysis
Numerical calculations have been performed for the
following four cases:
case (i): b, =0.4, a, (0)=0.6, a2(0)=1.2,
g, (0)=0, g~(0) = —85,
case (ii): 5=0.8, a, (0)=0.6, az(0)=1.2,
g, (0)=0, $2(0)= —85,
case (iii): b, =0.4, a&(0)=0.3, a2(0)=1.5,
g((0) =0, g~(0) = —170,
case (iv): b =0.8, a, (0)=0.3, a2(0)=1.5,
g, (0)=0, g~(0) = —170 .
In all cases, the parameter e was set to 0.003 and the ini-
tial phases were chosen such that the collision of the two
solitons occur at t =150. Figures 5 and 6 show the time
evolution of ha (t) and b,g' .(t), respectively, for case (i)
and case (ii). The corresponding plots for case (iii) and
case (iv) are also presented in Figs. 7 and 8, respectively.
From these figures, we see that the amplitudes of the soli-
tons do not change after the interaction, but the phase
shifts always occur, depending on both the initial values
of the soliton parameters and the value of 4. Also we can
observe that the maximum deviations of ha and b.g de-
crease as the value of 6 increases. The time history of
Aa. exhibits a similar profile for different amplitude ratio.
However, a qualitative difference is found concerning the
behavior of b,g, for the smaller soliton. Indeed, for a
small amplitude ratio (see Fig. 6), as the solitons get close
the smaller soliton is pushed forward before collision and
then pulled backward after collision, thereby abruptly ac-
celerating the larger soliton. As a result, the smaller soli-
ton suffers a small but positive phase shift. For the large
amplitude ratio, on the other hand, the reverse
phenomenon occurs for the smaller soliton (see Fig. 8),
i.e., the acceleration follows the deceleration and both
effects lead to a negative phase shift.
3. Detailed description of the phase shift
In order to examine the feature of the phase shift in
more detail, we shall solve (3.11) by means of the succes-
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FIG. 6. Time evolution of hg, and KSz for case (i) and case
(ii).
FICx. 8. Time evolution of hg, and hgz for case (iii) and case
(iv).
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shifts, which are correct up to order e. First, we replace a~ and s in the O(e} terms by their lowest-order approxima-
tions a (0) and so =a&(0) /a, (0), and then integrate with respect to t. The resulting expression for a, reads in the form
a, (t) =a)(0)+ 3Esp(so
—1)a, (0) 2 2 1[6(so+ I)+(24so+16so+21}b, ]4b, (so+1) +1 (3.14a)
where we have put
y=a, (0)s (s —1)[[a,(0)—a (0) ]t +g, (0)—g (0)]/(s +1)
y'o =a, (0)so(so —1)[g,(0)—g, (0)]/(so+ 1)' .
Integrating once again with t, we have
(3.14b)
(3.14c)
I [a, (t)—a&(0)]dt= [6(sz+ I}+(24so+16so+21)b, ] —tan ~/+tan 'yz+4b, (so+ 1)(so—1) go+1
Now, we can rewrite the phase shift defined by (3.9b) as
(3.15)
bg)(t)= I dktdt si (3.16)




=a &(0). Substituting (3.11c)and (3.12b) into (3.16) and using (3.15), we arrive, after some calculations, at the follow-
ing expression:
bg, (t)= — 2 [6(so —2so —1)+(8so —46so —23)b, ][tan 'yo —tan 'y]4b, so+1
+ [6(so+1)+(24so+16so+1)b, ]4h (so+ 1)(so —1) y o+1
+ [6(so —3so+so —3)+(24so —56so —21so —69)A ]
36'50
3 2 3 2
4b, (s +1) (s —1) y()+1 y +1 (3.17}
+(8so —46so —23)h ] . (3.18)
TABLE I. Comparison of the phase shift. The values in the
first line of each entry are calculated by (3.17) and its counter-
part for b,gz, whereas the values in parentheses in the second
line are obtained by numerical calculations.
Phase
shift Case (i) Case (ii) Case (iii) Case (iv)
The corresponding expression for b,g'z(t) is obtained if we
replace so by sz ' in (3.17). In Table I, the values of b,g&
and hgz evaluated by the above formula are compared
with those by numerical calculations at t =300 for all
cases. The quantitative agreement is fairly good except
for a few values. If both solitons are separated
sufFiciently in their initial and final positions so that the
second and third terms on the right-hand side of (3.17)
can be neglected, (3.17) is considerably simplified as fol-
lows [40]:
[6(so —2so —1)3776 24h (so+1)
I
The corresponding expression of b, (2 then takes the form
Age= 2 2 [6(so+2so —1)4h (so+ 1)
+(23so+46so —8)b, ] . (3.19)
The phase shifts b,g, and b,g2 are plotted in Fig. 9 as a
function of so for several values of 6, where the parame-
ter e has been taken to be 0.003. One sees that the larger
soliton always suffers a positive phase shift irrespective of
the values of so and h. The situation is quite different for
the smaller soliton. Indeed, hg& changes sign according
to the values of so and A. There exists a critical curve 6
vs so that corresponds to b,g, =0 (see Fig. 10). In the left
region separated by the curve, b,g& )0, whereas in the
right region, Ag, (0. However, for values of so in the
range so) 4.594, b,g, always takes a negative value. The
behavior of the phase shift described here is in agreement
with the numerical results. Finally, it is worthwhile not-
ing the prediction of the phase shift that takes place be-
tween algebraic solitons, since algebraic solitons found in


















IV. SUMMARY AND OUTI.OOK
In this paper we have investigated the effects of small
perturbations on the S-soliton solution of the BO equa-















FICi. 9. Total phase shifts as a function of the initial ampli-
tude ratio in the case of a=0.003 and 6=0.2, 0.3, 0.4, 0.8. The
solid and broken lines represent hg& and hg2, respectively.
tion. A singular perturbation theory has been developed
by employing the method of multiple scales. We have
been concerned with the lowest-order approximation.
Specifically, the modulation equations for the soliton pa-
rameters have been derived by imposing the compatibility
conditions, which have been shown to be equivalent to
the elimination of secular terms. Our approach is easy to
follow, since it does not rely on IST as far as the leading-
order analysis is concerned. Practical applications were
also done for the two different types of the perturbed BO
equations, i.e., the BO—Burgers and higher-order BO
equations. The former is a typical NEE with dissipative
u, +auu„+PTu„„=eR [u], (4.1)
where T is an integro-differential operator with the prop-
erty
fTg dx= —f gTf dx, (4.2)
perturbation while the latter is a typical NEE with
dispersive perturbation. In both cases, the changes of the
soliton parameters due to small perturbation were calcu-
lated by numerical integrations, and their characteristics
were elucidated in detail. Among them is a remarkable
feature, the phase shift caused by the dispersive perturba-
tion, since it is the first example of what takes place be-
tween algebraic solutions. In any case, if we proceed to
the next-order approximation, we must solve the linear
inhomogeneous equation (2.5), with uo being the N
soliton solution. However, it seems to be quite a dificult
problem within the framework of the present perturba-
tion scheme. In this respect, it is worth mentioning that,
in the case of the KdV equation, the linearized KdV
equation, which is a counterpart of the homogeneous part
of Eq. (2.5), has been solved with the aid of IST [42,43].
The solution thus constructed has been used extensively
to develop a direct perturbation theory for the KdV
equation [22,23]. Whether a similar procedure is applica-
ble to the linearized BO equation is an open but quite im-
portant question. Analytical predictions obtained in Sec.
III may be confirmed by direct numerical simulations on
the basis of Eqs. (3.1) and (3.10), as well as by an experi-
ment analogous to that conducted for the purpose of
determining the regions of applicability of various asymp-
totic theories dealing with finite-amplitude interfacial
waves [44].
The method developed in this paper offers a powerful
tool in analyzing perturbed NEE's, provided that they ex-
hibit N-soliton solutions in the absence of perturbations.




for arbitrary functions f and g defined appropriately on
the real axis, and a and P are real constants. A special
case of T =H gives the perturbed BO equation. Another
example is the perturbed KdV equation, which is ob-
tained with T =8/Bx. More generally, if we take
Tu (x, t) = P f coth (y —x)25 — 25





FIG. 10. Critical curve b, vs so that corresponds to b.g& =0.
(4.1) becomes the finite-depth fiuid equation (or the inter-
mediate long wave equation) [45—48] with small pertur-
bation. It reduces to the perturbed KdV equation in the
shallow-water limit 5~0 and to the perturbed BO equa-
tion in the deep-water limit 5~ ~ . In all cases
exemplified, the core of our approach is to construct ex-
plicitly solutions of linearized equations corresponding to
(2.9) and to establish the orthogonality relations. In par-
ticular, the latter simplifies considerably the expressions
of the modulation equations for the soliton parameters.
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In Appendix C, an application is made for the perturbed
KdV equation and the modulation equations are derived








where the function Po has been defined by uo =go, and
it satisfies the equation
Po, +2uo+Huo =0 . (A2)
APPENDIX A: ORTHOGONALITY RELATIONS
The orthogonality relations [(2.15a) and (2.15b)] can be
verified by using the BO equation and the asymptotic
form of ¹oliton solution (2.7). We begin with the proof
of (2.15a). We first differentiate the inner product
(g;, uo & ) with to and use (2.14a) to obtain7 jo
I„—:f dx (n =0, 1, . . . , 4),
—
~ f(x)[f *(x)] (B1)
J„—:f dx (n =0, 1, . . . , 4), (B2)—
~ [ (x) *(x)]
where f(x)=(x —x, )(x —x2). These integrations can be
carried out with the use of the residue theorem. For in-
stance, if we recall Imx )0 (j =1,2), I„ is evaluated by
integrating it along a large semicircle in the upper half
complex plane as
a xI„=2mi » (x —x~)[f*(x)]
APPENDIX 8: CALCULATION
OF THE INNER PRODUCTS
In deriving the modulation equations of the soliton pa-
rameters for the two types of perturbation investigated in
Sec. II, it is necessary to calculate the inner products
(g. R [ao ] ) aild (g.+~ R [iso ]). Explicitly, they involve
the integrals of the following forms:
Substituting (2.4) and (A2) into (Al) and integrating by
parts, we find
+a x
» (x —x, )[j *(x)] x=x, (B3)
BQp
g rr (A3)
where use has been made of the relation f" fHg dx
= —f gHf dx. (A3) implies that the inner product is
independent of tp. This fact allows us to evaluate it at
to ~ 00, with the asymptotic form of uo given by (2.7) and
that of g;. The result is expressed as
The expression after performing the x differentiation is
found to be represented by si (=xi+x2) and sz(=x,xz) [see (3.2) and (3.3)]. The algebra involved is,
however, quite cumbersome and hence it was managed
with the aid of the algebraic programming system
REDUCE. If we put s, =a +ib and s2 =c +id, the final re-




x —;—a tp 2a x-
a. x —;+l a x — +l
Io= [b[ —(ab) +3abd+b +b2c —3d2I
4h
+ib( 2ab +4b—d)],




ai to —+ oo
—aj(g; —$1) + 1+
E
a.




+ib ( abd bc+3—d2)—],
[ ad bc +—b'd +—3bcd4h'




where the integration has been performed using the resi-
due theorem. If we note
~ g; —g~ ~ 00 as to ~ ~ for i Wj,
(A4) can be written compactly as
I3= [d I (ad) +3abcd ——3(bc) +(bd)2+cd2I4h
+id (abd 3b c+d )], — (B7)
BQp
'ag„= 4'
It then turns out from (A5) and (2.14) that
BQp
gi +N& g 4 ~ijaj
(A5)
I4 = [ (ad ) +3bc ( a—d ) 3ad ( bc ) +2a—cd4h'
+(bc) 3b(cd) +bd +—2id (ad —2bc)],
Jo= [b(a b 3abd+b b—c+3d )], —
2h
(B9)
which, together with (A5), verifies (2.15a). By a similar
argument, (2.15b) follows immediately. J, = (ab c+b d —3b cd+d ),2h (B10)
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J2 = (gd +b c +b d —3bcd )
2h
(811) 0;=k;(x —(, ), =4k, (i =1,2, . . . , N) .
tp
(CS)
J3= [d I(ad) 3a—bed+3(bc) +(bd)2 c—d2] ],2h
J4= [a d —3a bcd +3(abc) d —3a cd
2h
(812)
In the following analysis, we introduce k; and g, as the
independent soliton parameters instead of k; and g;o. If
we use the compatibility conditions (2.11) and the above
orthogonality relations, we find that the soliton parame-
ters evolve according to the following equations:
a—(bc) +6ab(cd) 3b —c d+c d +d ] .
(813)
Here in these expressions, h is given by
dk,
, (g, +iv, R [u, ])8k'
(i =1,2, . . . , N), (C9)
h =abd —b c —d (814)
Using these formulas, the inner products can be ex-
pressed as
dt 8k 2 k2
(i =1,2, . . . , N) . (C10)
4
(g, ,R [uo])= g [Re(a'„'I„)+(13'„'J„)] To calculate g; and g;+N, we employ another useful ex-
pression of uo [49],
(i =1,2),
(g, +„R[u,])= g [Re(y'„'I„)+(|)'„'J )]
(815) N
uo= —4 g k;it;, (Cl 1)
n=p
(i =1,2), (816) where iI); is the solution of the following system of linear
algebraic equations:
where a'„', P'„', y'„', and 5'„' are functions of the soliton
parameters a and g. (j =1,2), the explicit forms of
which are, however, too complicated to write here. All
the calculations in (815) and (816) have also been dealt




(i =1,2, . . . , N) . (C12)
APPENDIX C: PERTURBED KdV EQUATION
We write the perturbed KdV equation in the form
u, —6uu„+u „=eR [u], u =u (x, t) . (Cl)
The orthogonality relations corresponding to (2.15) are
now written as
The P, may be represented in terms off as
+2k e
N
f ) Bmp (C13)
It now follows from the definition of g;+)v [see (2.14)],
(C5), and (C13) that
g, +iv= —2(lnf )„~
BZ4 p
=85;, (i,j=1,2, . . . , N), (C2) =2k, +2k, e 'P,. +2 g +2k e g afjag, (C14)
c3Q BQ
gi& gg gi+N~jp J
=8k. 6"









Differentiating (C12) with respect to g;, we obtain
(C15)
BOO
g;+)v, =0 (&,j=1,2, . . . , N), (C4)
where k,. =k;(t), t2, . . . ) and g, o=g;o(t), t2, . . . ) are the
soliton parameters and up is the X-soliton solution of the
KdV equation given explicitly by [49]
where
2+k.kz ig, +g )
G, =——g (k.5; +k, 6;, )e
s=1 J









g;+iv=4k;Q; (i =1,2, . . . , N) .
A similar calculation leads to the expression of g; as
(C17)
The solution c}$ /Bg; of (C15) can be expressed in terms
of m;. and G;J by using Crammer's rule. If we insert the
result into (C14), we obtain, after some algebra, the sim-
ple formula
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4, 2, ~ V ktki —{s+s)g;= —2(lnf) i, —4= — 8,.$ + P;+8/; g e ' {b —4 (i =I 2, . . . , X) .i=i (k;+k )





=4k; — f R[uo] 28;P; —3P, +2k, —4 g e ' ' P, P dx (i =1,2, . . . , X) . (C20)
In the simplest one-soliton case, uo and P& are given by





Substituting (C21) and (C22) into (C19) and (C20), we obtain
R[uo]sech 8,d8, ,4k, (C23)
=4k, — f R[uo](8,sech 8, +tanh8, +tanh 8, )d8, .dt
1
The above results coincide with those derived by IST [14].
(C24)
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